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Laugh your way through the year with this collection of cartoon cats from Gary Patterson.

From the Back CoverFor half a century, a terrible secret lay hidden, locked in a trunk in an
attic . . . photos, official documents, and scraps of a diary written by a young girl.“The time has
come when I must share my life story . . . some facts from the past that could make a
contribution, however small it may be, to the history of mankind.”The Secret Holocaust Diaries is
a haunting eyewitness account of Nonna Lisowskaja Bannister, a remarkable Russian-American
woman who saw and survived unspeakable evils as a young girl. For half a century she kept her
story secret while living a normal American life. She locked all her photos, documents, diaries,
and dark memories from World War II in a trunk. Late in life she unlocked the trunk, first for
herself, then for her husband, and now for the rest of the world.Nonna’s story is one of suffering,
torture, and death―but also of incredible acts of kindness that show the ultimate triumph of faith
and love over despair and evil. The Secret Holocaust Diaries is in part a tragedy, yet it’s also an
unforgettable true story about forgiveness, courage, and hope.
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Suemoni, “This Year I Purchased 3 Gary Patterson Calendars.. :). The Best Calendar Ever for
Cat Lovers who Enjoy Comical Cartoon Cats.. I've purchased Gary Patterson Cat Calendars for
almost 10 years straight. Each year I anxiously look forward to purchasing a new calendar. His
Cat Calendars truly brighten up every day of the month for me. I am an animal lover, and I have
two beautiful cats whom I love and adore. My two cats get into all types of mischief and Gary
Patterson Calendars captures a cats mischief in a fun and light hearted way. Its' like Gary
Patterson really knows my two cats.. I Love his Calendars and I appreciate and Highly
Recommend his work. :)”

Sherry, “A New Smile Every Month. I give Gary Patterson's calendars to friends every Xmas and
they love them as much as I do.I've read some people complain they didn't think theirs was as
cute as the year before ~ wellthen my suggestion is: "Let's see you come up with cuter ones". I
never cease to laugh atall the little designs nearly hidden in various places on each page. Each
month has enoughroom to jot down an appointment or reminder everyday of the month.”

Orleans, “SO FUNNY!! A GREAT WAY TO START YOUR DAY, MONTH AND YEAR!!. I buy
Gary Patterson's Cat Wall Calendars every year because not only do they look great on the wall,
they are so detailed and add wonderful humor to your day. He definitely knows cats and their
behavior, which is really awesome. His humor is right on target!! And they make wonderful
Christmas Gifts for cat lovers. I'm glad he offers a choice of calendars, because I always buy
different ones for different rooms in home or office.”

Kristie House, “For kitty lovers:). I got this for my sister for Christmas last year. She is totally a
cat person. It was really cute and she liked it. It is up on the wall in her home office. Now she
gets to think of me every day in 2017!”

Catsmeow, “I love my Gary Patterson's Cats Wall Calendar!. I love my Gary Patterson's Cats
Wall Calendar! I make sure to get one each year. I've been doing this for close to 30+ years and
never miss a year. I highly recommend Gary Patterson's calendar.”

Mari Beth Jacobs, “I ordered it for a dear sweet old lady that is my client. I ordered it for a dear
sweet old lady that is my client. I am sure she is excited to give it as a gift to her sister. Will let you
know...”

Marva, “Cats Wall Calendar. I have purchased Mr. Patterson's wall calendars for several years.
They give me a good laugh, as I have had real cats as crazy as his.”

Willowwind, “Crazy cats!. No matter how many calendar's I receive as gifts I always buy a



Patterson Cats Wall Calendar.  This is my 5th or 6th year.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 82 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 336 pages
Item Weight: 7.2 ounces
Dimensions: 5.6 x 0.9 x 8.24 inches
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